Church Square Park Landscape Improvements Project
Public Meeting | September 27, 2021
Agenda:

- Introductions
- Friends of Church Square Park
- Landscape Improvements Project
- Other Projects
- Questions?
Friends of Church Square Park

Mission Statement:

The Friends of Church Square Park partners with the City of Hoboken to preserve and enhance the physical, natural, and cultural heritage of this historic urban park through service, community, and philanthropy.

Vision Statement:

A sustainable Church Square Park is an urban oasis that improves the quality of life for present and future generations of Hoboken.
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Existing Conditions

Zone 2

- Trash receptacle next to bed
- Bench within bed, no concrete pad
- Existing fence
- Yew hedge, full
- Existing London plane tree within bed
- Nearby trees overhanging bed

- Sign/pole in bed
- Adjacent to playground/safety surface
- No existing fence
- Yew hedge inconsistency size/height
Existing Conditions

Benches

- Existing benches
- Concrete pad
Precedent Benches

Bryant Park bench

Bryant Park bench
Existing Conditions
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Existing Conditions

Zone 1

- Sign/pole in bed
- Pedestrian light
- Existing fence
- Yew hedge, full
- Concrete pad expanded to fit bench
- No trees within bed

- Sign/pole in bed
- Existing fence
- Concrete pad expanded to fit bench
- No trees within bed
- Yews removed, some new plantings
Existing Conditions
Combined